
Creating and accelerating the productivity of your distributed workforce is a competitive advantage in today’s business 
environment. However, implementing virtual desktops into your data center architecture creates multiple challenges for 
most enterprises. 

Virtual Desktop Challenges
  Inconsistent end user experience with performance lags from traditional desktops
  Overloading virtual machine images with non-essential applications or hiding/blocking them from a user making the 

image bigger
  Streaming requiring additional bandwidth and degrading overall network performance
  Infrastructure implementation required to host the virtual desktops
  Experience creating and deploying customer desktop images

Amazon WorkSpaces addresses these limitations, allowing you to complete your IT cloud transformation and providing 
your employees access to their corporate desktop anytime, from any device, anywhere in the world.
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BENEFITS OF AMAZON WORKSPACES

SUPPORT for Windows 10 or Linux virtual 
desktops

ALIGN costs to business needs—transition 
from CAPEX hardware purchases to OPEX 
cloud consumption-based model

SIMPLIFY desktop administration with the ability 
to provision standardized desktop images in 
minutes and easily keep patching up to date 

Highly SECURE data encryption for all data at 
rest

FLEXIBILITY to allow users to work from 
anywhere, on any device and ensure they have 
immediate access to the applications they 
need to get their jobs done

2nd Watch has developed Remote Desktop 
Foundational Services to help you transition from 
standard desktops to Amazon WorkSpaces. Remote 
Desktop Foundational Services will deploy an 
Amazon WorkSpaces Virtual Private Cloud (VPC), 
connect to your existing networking infrastructure, 
and create custom profile images so your organization 
can fully adopt Amazon WorkSpaces and enable your 
distributed workforce.

2ND WATCH REMOTE DESKTOP 
FOUNDATIONAL SERVICES INCLUDES:

Creation of reusable AWS CloudFormation Templates 
for WorkSpaces

Deploy WorkSpaces VPC

Integrate existing Network/VPN configuration to 
WorkSpaces VPC

Join domain to Active Directory

Assistance with building of WorkSpaces Profile Images

Enablement and configuration of Amazon CloudWatch 

and AWS CloudTrail

WHY 2ND WATCH? Public 
cloud 
migration 
experts 

Experience with 
integrating cloud native 
tools with on-premises 
environments 

Consolidated 
support for full hybrid 
cloud ecosystem of 
AWS and ISVs


